
Create original, 
engaging video at scale

For today’s brand storyteller, video is 
no longer optional. The online universe 
streams more than 38.2 billion videos per 
year, up 43% since 2014. Today, a video 
on your landing page means visitors 
engage more and stay longer.

The Challenge

Quality video production can be difficult and expensive.

·  Developing a process to manage the various tasks, teams, and stages
of production.

·  Getting the right people lined up – from script writers and editors to set
designers, actors, animators, and sound technicians.

·  Staying within a budget that allows you to build a scalable,
cost-effective video marketing program.

The Solution
Elevate your content marketing program with video. Skyword 

helps make video production simple, scalable, and cost-effective.

·  Develop a holistic video marketing strategy that supports the brand
story you want to tell.

·  Tap into a network of proven, professional video creatives you can
trust.

·  Systematize video production with unified processes and software
designed to streamline review cycles and cut costs.

·  Amplify your brand story on video publishing platforms that ensure
your video gets played and shared.

S K YWO R D  V I D E O

http://www.cmo.com/content/dam/CMO_Other/ADI/Video_Benchmark_Q2_2014/video_benchmark_report-2014.pdf


Discover 
Emotional links between your brand 

and your audience may not be evident 

right away, but the success of your 

content marketing program depends 

on them. Before we dive into pre-

production on your first video, our 

services team takes you through a 

process of discovery designed to bring 

your audience – and your brand – into 

focus. Together, we assemble a 

strategy, vision, and creative brief 

designed to nurture and direct the 

production process.

Connect
With Skyword, you can push your 

creative brief live to video 

professionals in our global network  

and request bids before you choose 

your team, or browse our diverse 

library of talented contributors and 

contact them directly. 

Our services team can also help you 
identify the best talent for the job. 
Skyword video creatives are 
experienced professionals, and 
they’re also great people to work with 
– we wouldn’t include them in our
network  if they weren’t.

Create
The Skyword Platform offers a single, 

unified space where your team can 

communicate and collaborate. From 

here, you can manage video content 

seamlessly from vision and detailed 

(time-stamped) rough cut review to 

publishing and measurement. Whether 

you are producing animation, 

developing training videos, or 

reworking old content for new global 

audiences, our services team can help 

support you in the process. 

Reach
We want to make sure your message 

is as visible as possible. You can 

download your video from the 

Skyword Platform and publish it to 

Kaltura, YouTube, or whatever 

platform you prefer. Many customers 

choose to host their content on our 

platform, where they can manage their 

entire video treasury, keep track of 

important metrics, and use the results 

to plan their next moving story.

To see for yourself how Skyword can revolutionize your brand storytelling, 

contact learnmore@skyword.com or visit www.skyword.com.
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